ENTERPRISE NFTS
Vleppo has developed a sophisticated Enterprise NFT functionality
supported by the Blockchain (Vleppo Alysides).

What is Vleppo Enterprise NFTs?
NFT, non-fungible token, represents any item where no two items are alike, thus each has its
unique value. You are unable to trade one for another at equivalency, for example a diamond,
a rare collectible, or a house.
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The value of an Enterprise NFT is the ability to take a unique item (digital file) that can be copied
or replicated easily and introduce an ‘Authenticated Digital Certificate’, which acts as a tagging
mechanism to provide a person (or organisation) claim of ownership over the file, at no cost to the
owner. The owner is then able to sell the unique item or lease the unique item for a period of time.

How is a Vleppo Enterprise NFT made?
A Vleppo Enterprise NFT is a special type of token generated through a cryptographic hashing
method leveraging Vleppo Alysides Blockchain technology to link with a unique digital asset.
NFTs feature unique characteristics and cannot be exchanged or replaced with identical tokens.
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No matter where the unique item ends up, you will always be the creator/ originator of the unique
item, the Vleppo Alysides allows you to see where your item changes hands over time, making sure;
a. You know where your IP is at any given time
b. It makes it harder for others to replicate, copy and claim it as their own
c. You continue to make royalties from each sale of the NFT for the lifespan of its existence
d. You are able to update the NFT without invalidating all previous (and future) sales of the NFT,
the current buyer receives the updated NFT for selling to another buyer or using the updated
version during their lease period.
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What is the ‘user case’ for Enterprise NFTs?
Trade Secrets
Registration of Trade secrets for the purposes of evidence, ownership and copyright. Trade secrets
are inevitably at risk of leakage, especially digital assets.
Registering the trade secret in the Blockchain as an NFT (note that the actual file doesn’t need to
be made available publicly for an NFT to exist thereby protecting the trade secret) the company
establishes a date and time that the trade secret was ‘created’. The establishment of a priority
date can be used as evidence should the trade secret ever be leaked by an employee etc.
Design, Brands and Intellectual Property
Registration of digital items/files created for customers and clients can remain in embargo via
token of ownership in the Blockchain, remaining the property of the enterprise, until payment is
received.
Tokenising the creation of digital items/files increases utility and value, this enables enterprises to
deliver additional value to their customers and clients without an increase in workload.
Monetising Data
Extracting value from enterprise data can support and expand the Enterprise’s revenue
opportunities. NFT’s can confer and ascribe ownership of a data set in addition to providing an
easy mechanism through which the NFT can be bought, sold or even used as collateral for lending,
Vleppo expects NFT usage by corporates to monetise data to explode in the coming years.

The Advantage of Enterprise NFTs
Traditional Trademark
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